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DWC Educational Materials

• DWC free online education course
• What the MTUS is and how to use it

• How to navigate the MTUS treatment guidelines and apply recommendations via 
case scenarios

• When to consider recommendations outside of the MTUS guidelines

• Role of utilization review (UR) and independent medical review (IMR) physicians

• Physician’s Guide to Medical Practice in the California Workers’ 
Compensation System



Avoid UR & IME Denials by using the MTUS

• The Medical Treatment Utilization Schedule (MTUS) is presumptively 
correct on the issue of extent and scope of medical treatment

• MTUS based on the “best” evidence based Medicine (EBM)



DWC MTUS Medical Evidence Search Sequence

• Search the MTUS to find a recommendation applicable to the condition

• If Not in the MTUS or challenge the MTUS (limited situation) then:

• Search (most current version)
• ACOEM or ODG
• Other evidence-based medical (EBM) treatment guidelines 

recognized by the national medical community and are 
scientifically based

• Current studies that are scientifically-based, peer-reviewed, 
and published in journals that are nationally recognized by the 
medical community





DWC MTUS Guidelines

DWC “Draft” Guidelines
• Ankle and Foot Disorders

• Cervical and Thoracic Spine Disorders

• Elbow Disorders

• Eye Disorders

• Hand, Wrist, and Forearm Disorders

• Hip and Groin Disorders

• Knee Disorders

• Low Back Disorders

• Shoulder Disorders

DWC Special Topics
• Acupuncture Medical Treatment 

Guidelines
• Chronic Pain Medical Treatment 

Guidelines
• Opioids Treatment Guidelines –

Executive Summary, Introduction, and 
Recommendations (Part 1)

• Opioids Treatment Guidelines –
Supplementary Materials (Part 2)

• Postsurgical Treatment Guidelines



Treatment Report Writing

• Provide a brief, clear, legible and concise report
• History  - Brief summary and then provide only relevant current symptoms

• Stable / Improving / Worsening
• Medications - specifics

• Physical examination – Positive, relevant findings
• Diagnoses
• Evaluate previous and set new ADL Goals including RTW related to treatment
• Treatment plan: Recommendations for EBM care consistent with the MTUS
• Disability status – MMI/P&S or Temporary Disability
• Work status capability

• Timely submitted reports will help expedite proposed treatment and avoid 
unnecessary delays unrelated to the UR process

• Avoid EMR boilerplate paragraphs



Request Justification/Support per MTUS EBM

• How will the request for treatment make a positive difference? Is it 
diagnostic?

• Have conservative measures (PT, Meds, etc.) failed?

• Will the requested procedure/treatment results in less pain, less 
medication usage and increased function while avoiding complications?

• Is the risk-benefit ratio acceptable?

• How does the request for treatment meet MTUS EBM guidelines?

• Reference the specific MTUS or other guideline here by page number or 
even copy or attach the specific supporting guideline or scientific 
evidence.

• Use past IMR decisions to guide requests



Brief/Concise History: Provide a brief history and keep it short and concise.  

Current (relevant) Symptoms:  Stable  Improving  Worsening 

Don’t just repeat the symptoms from the last visit unless still relevant. 

Physical Findings (pertinent): Don’t just repeat the same findings every visit. List only pertinent and 

relevant positive or changing findings. 

Current Medications: List the actual medications, dose and frequency – be specific as to how may pills 

taken a day, week or month. Clarify any changes, reason for changes, etc. Ask yourself each visit whether the 

medication prescribed is truly needed and efficacious. 

Activities of Daily Living (ADLs): Note +/- or no changes related to treatment. What has changed in a 

positive way to support the current treatment regimen? Were the goals set at the last visit met? 

ADL Goals (for next visit): Use this section to note what goals are set in terms of ADLs, medication 

reduction and other activities.   

Diagnoses (include ICD): Be careful and be specific. While the diagnoses may not change from visit to visit, 

make sure each visit that they are accurate. 

Disability Status:  MMI/P&S or  TD (Temporary Disability) 

Work Abilities/Restrictions:  Sedentary  Light  Medium  Heavy Very Heavy ( one and 

elaborate as appropriate – what are the specific restrictions that would allow the IW to return to modified 

work?) 

Work Status Capability:  Stay at Work (SAW)  Return to Work (RTW)  Full duty  Modified 

duty (with above restrictions)  

 Cannot work in any capacity (Total Temporary Disability - TTD)  

Treatment Plan: Use some common sense. Explain your rationale in simple terms. Make it understandable 

to the patient, NCM, claims examiner, attorney, UR & IMR reviewers, etc.  

Prescription/Request (RFA): Start simple and conservative before requesting complex and invasive 

treatments - justify those requests. 

Request Justification/Support per MTUS EBM: How will the request for treatment make a positive 

difference? Is it diagnostic? Will the requested procedure/treatment results in less pain, less medication 

usage and increased function while avoiding complications? Is the risk-benefit ratio acceptable? How does 

the request for treatment meet EBM guidelines? Reference the specific MTUS or other guideline (see Medical 

Evidence search sequence) here by page number or even copy or attach the specific supporting guideline or 

scientific evidence. 

 


